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existing fight and flight from South East Asia. De Gaulle’s advice to Presidents 
Johnson and Nixon was pretty well spot on, if usually ignored because he had 
annoyed the Americans on so many other issues. But as Michael Beschloss’s book 
on Johnson’s telephone conversations shows, he often realized that de Gaulle was 
right even when Johnson was forced by domestic opinion to denounce him, as over 
the recognition of China by France in 1964. It took another student of Clausewitz, 
Henry Kissinger, another few years to do the same sensible thing. The French have 
maybe learned more from defeat and humiliation in the Second World War than 
have the ‘Anglo-Saxons’ from their ‘victories’.

Equally the relationship of France to its former colonies has not been entirely 
disastrous. It is often averred that the Commonwealth somehow proves that Britain’s 
post-colonial experience has been better than the French. I am not so sure. The 
Commonwealth is now a Potemkin village, whereas La Francophonie maybe still has 
more real substance. The much derided François Hollande has actually done quite 
well in stopping some of the Islamist tide in Mali for the time being at least. The links 
between France and its former colonies are not all about remembering past wrongs; 
there are still as clear mutual feelings of central importance. One could call this 
‘sensibility’ or ‘mutual self-interest’, but it is as real as any imaginary concept such as 
the ‘Anglosphere’, a concept that has been stretched far beyond its natural elasticity.

If I have one criticism of this book it is that it tries, and manages, to do too much. 
I found it took me far too long to read it. I could not skim it in my usual fashion, and 
I often found myself going back and reading the same chapter three or four times. 
This was not because it was hard going, but because the analysis is multi-layered in 
a way that few of us manage. I fear giving it to my students to read, though I shall, 
because I think they may just end up reading just one book, and it won’t be mine.

Andrew Williams
University of St Andrews

 ajw30@st-andrews.ac.uk

© 2015 Andrew Williams
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09592318.2015.1096502

Mad Mitch’s Tribal Law: Aden and the End of Empire, by Aaron Edwards, 
Edinburgh: Mainstream Publishing,  2014, 336 pp., £20.00 (hardback), ISBN 
978-1-78057-628-2

Colonel Colin Campbell Mitchell, the former Commanding Officer of 1st Battalion, 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders during its tour of Aden in 1967, is still faintly 
recalled by older generations of the British public as ‘Mad Mitch’. On 3 July 1967, 
to the sound of pipe music and carrying the ‘cromach’, or ceremonial staff, of an 
Argyll officer who had been killed two weeks earlier along with 21 other soldiers by 
mutinous local police and insurgents, Colonel Mitchell led the last imperial charge 
of the Argyll ‘thin red line’ to retake the Crater district of Aden. In retelling the story 
of the last days of the British presence in Aden, Aaron Edwards draws on a wealth 
of material from British archives and the accounts of colonial officials, the British 
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military, and their local allies – the ‘opposition’ narrative is not so well covered. 
Edwards provides a highly illuminating description of the protracted negotiations 
during the early 1960s aimed at establishing a Federation of South Arabia (South 
Yemen) that would be sympathetic to British interests. Edwards makes clear why 
these attempts failed – even the southern tip of Arabia was not immune from the 
appeal of Arabism; British subsidies were not enough to blunt the rise of move-
ments such as the National Liberation Front (NLF) and the Front for the Liberation 
of South Yemen (FLOSY) which benefitted from the support of Nasser’s Egypt and 
Communist bloc countries. Clumsy counterinsurgency tactics by the Army, including 
overcrowding and abuse at Fort Morbut interrogation centre, ‘the fingernail factory’, 
were also counter-productive.

Colonel Colin Mitchell remains a deeply divisive figure, even within the Argylls 
– generally seen either as a last-ditch ‘hero’ who salvaged at least some of Britain’s 
military reputation in the Middle East or a reckless, insubordinate nostalgic who 
engaged in a wilful campaign of violence to embellish his own ego. Edwards clearly 
admires Mitchell whom he insists on referring to as ‘Colin’; his book is more a cel-
ebration than a rigorous examination of a complex individual. Like so many of his 
generation of very young men who were moulded and scarred on the battlefields 
of the Second World War, there is a keen sense of pathos to Mitchell. In his memoirs 
he admitted being ‘haunted’ by his early experience of war. Mitchell appears to be 
horrified by the prospect of being afraid. One feels somewhat embarrassed for the 
small man who starts fighting the air with his fists prior to giving the order for the 
Argylls to move into Crater. ‘He made jabbing motions with his fists; his violent 
swipes of the air around were careful, precise – deliberate, even. He appeared jubi-
lant’ (p. 200). Or mad. Mitchell would later send a message castigating his soldiers 
for taking cover when under fire in Aden: ‘Officers are to stand in the middle of the 
street and give cool and calm orders to their men to fire at anyone firing at them 
(p. 217).’ Such advice seems ridiculous to the modern soldier, trained to evade and 
carefully advance towards fire – not to provide a stationary target.

The man who stands out in Edwards’s narrative as the most exceptional British 
officer in Aden is Brigadier Charles Dunbar who served on the general staff of Middle 
East Command, ‘a soldier’s soldier’ but one perceptive enough to see that a heavy-
handed response to a limited mutiny could lead to an even worse outcome for the 
British position. The revelation that Dunbar secretly negotiated an agreement with 
the NLF to allow British soldiers to re-enter Crater unopposed in the days before 
3 July significantly diminishes Mitchell’s claims that the Argylls had defeated the 
insurgents and mutineers in Crater through military pluck alone. Dunbar comes 
across as cerebral and professional; by contrast, Mitchell’s ‘anger consumed him’ – 
his desire for revenge was his primary motivation to retake Crater.

Mitchell would go on to repeatedly slander his superiors, who blamed him for 
exceeding his orders by pushing into areas of Aden too quickly and for an overly 
punitive approach towards the local population. After Aden, Mitchell predicted 
that Brigadier Richard Jefferies, a decorated Royal Irish Fusiliers officer and the 
Commanding Officer of Aden Brigade, would ‘disappear into an Irish bog and never 
be heard from again’ . Edwards concludes that Colin ‘was at least right on that point’ 
(p. 250). The author goes on to allege that Brigadier Jefferies suffered a nervous 
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breakdown while in command – but does not provide any citation (p. 197). Jefferies, 
unlike the ‘resolute’ Colin, relies upon ‘Dutch courage’ and has ‘no stomach’. Repeated 
assertion combined with a lack of references mars some otherwise fine archival 
research. Edwards also indulges in caricature and cliché: we read of ‘frenzied mobs’, 
‘proud Arabs’, and ‘the thick Arabic chants of the Imam’. The text lurches uneasily 
from serious history to airport thriller. We learn that ‘the hairs on the back of Colin’s 
neck stand on end’ when he hears the bagpipes in Aden (p. 244).
Edwards makes the case that Mitchell was very vigilant when it came to discipline 
and that the Argylls abided by the rules of engagement. However, Edwards’s own 
research gives some cause for concern that this was not the case – local men who 
tried to run away from snap searches could expect to be shot in the back, even 
if there was no reason to believe they were carrying a weapon. An Argyll officer 
(Edwards doesn’t reveal/know the name) bayoneted a local man to death who ran 
away from a snap search and frisk. The author alludes to ‘rumours’ that the same man 
was being robbed by an Argyll soldier shortly before his death – before an officer 
intervened. But the Argylls’ own operational papers are the reference provided for 
the ‘rumours’: Colonel Mitchell and Aden Brigade should have been able to investi-
gate the incident properly. Edwards blames a lack of education for why ‘a bayonet 
would replace a boot’ as punishment for ‘a bit of lip’ – these were tough, working class 
men after all (p. 230). Over nearly five decades a number of Argyll soldiers have told 
the print media (and more recently a 2004 BBC documentary) that they engaged in 
atrocities in Aden, including several murders. Edwards, however, has decided, ‘from 
a historian’s point of view’ , to rule out such allegations of multiple homicide (p. 263). 
That may be premature. Not all archives are available for historical scrutiny: a file 
of investigation opened by a Scottish Procurator Fiscal in the early 1980s into the 
alleged Aden murders will remain closed for decades; the full rationale as to why 
charges were not brought will only be revealed when it is released.

Edward Burke
University of Portsmouth
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